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Abstract Personal health record (PHR) service is an
emerging model for health information exchange. In PHR
systems, patient’s health records and information are main-
tained by the patient himself through the Web. In reality,
PHRs are often outsourced to be stored at the third parties like
cloud service providers. However, there have been serious
privacy concerns about cloud service as it may expose user’s
sensitive data like PHRs to those cloud service providers or
unauthorized users. Using attribute-based encryption (ABE)
to encrypt patient’s PHRs in cloud environment, secure and
flexible access control can be achieved. Yet, problems like
scalability in key management, fine-grained access control,
and efficient user revocation remain to be addressed. In this
paper, we propose a privacy-preserving PHR, which supports
fine-grained access control and efficient revocation. To be
specific, our scheme achieves the goals (1) scalable and fine-
grained access control for PHRs by using multi-authority
ABE scheme, and (2) efficient on-demand user/attribute
revocation and dynamic policy update. In our scheme, we
consider the situation that multiple data owners exist, and
patient’s PHRs are encrypted and stored in semi-trust servers.
The access structure in our scheme is expressive access tree
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structure, and the security of our scheme can be reduced to
the standard decisional bilinear Diffie–Hellman assumption.
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1 Introduction

PHR service is a simple health record storage service, which
provides a complete summary of patient’s medical history
online rather than on paper, and allows a patient to create,
manage, control, and share his PHRs with a wide range of
users, including family members, friends, doctors, and health
care providers. Furthermore, PHR systems based on Web can
be easily integrated with other services such as mobile appli-
cations, thus making the management of PHRs more conve-
nient and efficient for patients. Recently, with the develop-
ment of cloud computing, PHRs are often outsourced to be
stored at the third parties like cloud service providers, which
results in security issues [1,2]. Some architectures that store
PHRs in cloud computing are proposed in [3,4]. However,
when outsourcing PHRs to cloud service providers, patients
will lose the direct control of hardwares that store patients’
PHRs. PHRs stored in cloud service providers will suffer
from more attacks both from outside and inside than paper-
based PHR. Besides height, weight, and other information
about patient’s body, PHRs also include some very sensi-
tive data like disease. Moreover, laws like the health insur-
ance portability and accountability act (HIPAA) [5] require
patient’s privacy information to be protected. Therefore, to
provide secure and privacy-preserving PHR system with fine-
grained access control is essential.
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A promising way to realize secure and privacy-preserving
PHR system is to encrypt the data before outsourcing it to
the cloud. Patient should be able to share his PHRs with his
friends and decide what kind of users can access what kind of
PHRs. Only users with corresponding secret keys can access
the corresponding encrypted PHRs. The concept of attribute-
based encryption (ABE) first introduced by Sahai and Waters
[6] can exactly be used to encrypt PHRs in PHR systems.
In ABE schemes, users can decrypt the message when their
attributes satisfy the specified access structure. ABE schemes
can be divided into two categories, namely ciphertext-policy
attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) [7–10] and key-policy
attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) [11,12]. In KP-ABE
systems, user’s secret keys are associated with an access
structure that is determined by the trusted authority, while the
ciphertext is labeled with a set of attributes. In CP-ABE sys-
tems, the user’s secret keys are labeled with a set of attributes,
while the ciphertext is associated with an access structure that
is determined by the encryptor. In PHR systems, a patient
can share his PHRs by specifying an access structure in ABE
schemes. Furthermore, patients should also have the right to
revoke user/attribute and update policies when it is necessary
[13].

In PHR systems, there are two kinds of authorized users.
For users like families and friends, they access the PHRs
for personal use. For users like doctors and researchers,
they access the PHRs for professional purpose. In paper
[4], authors divided the users in the system into two types
of domains, namely personal domains (PSDs) and public
domains (PUDs). In PSDs, only limited users like families
and friends are involved and a KP-ABE scheme can be used to
encrypt PHRs. In this situation, patients work as the authority
and issue secret keys associated with an access policy, which
defines user’s access ability. Ciphertext is labeled with a set
of attributes. In PUDs, a larger scale of users including doc-
tors and researchers are involved. In this situation, a multi-
authority CP-ABE scheme can be used to encrypt PHRs. In
this paper, we mainly focus on PUDs.

Motivations and contributions A PHR system may involve
quite a lot of organizations or domains. For example, a patient
will need health care domains to process his health informa-
tion and insurance domains to process his insurance infor-
mation. Therefore, single-authority ABE schemes will not
be sufficient to realize a PHR system. Moreover, let a patient
work as an authority to grant access rights to users like doc-
tors and researchers are not realistic since this kind of users
has potentially large scale. However, using multi-authority
ABE schemes to encrypt PHRs may exist privacy issues. In
many existing multi-authority ABE schemes, user’s secret
key has to be tied to a global identifier GID in order to resist
user collusion attacks. Corrupted authorities can coopera-
tively trace the user via his GID and impersonate the user by

collecting his attributes. In this paper, we solve the above
problems and propose a multi-authority CP-ABE scheme
that can be used to realize privacy-preserving PHR system.
To protect user’s privacy, we use an anonymous key issuing
protocol to generate user’s secret key. Thus, authorities can
get nothing about user’s GID and therefore cannot collect
user’s attributes by tracing user’s GID.

In a PHR system, when a doctor gets promoted or
leaves the system, his attributes should be changed cor-
respondingly. Therefore, we require a PHR system allow
user/attribute revocation. In this paper, an efficient and on-
demand user/attribute revocation is also achieved. Further-
more, our scheme also allows policy update when patient
wants to change the access policy associated with ciphertext.

1.1 Related work

In this section, we discuss the works that relate to this paper.

Multi-authority ABE The first multi-authority ABE scheme
was proposed by Chase [14] in 2007. In this scheme, there
are multiple authorities to distribute secret keys and monitor
attributes. One special authority is called central authority,
which is responsible for generating public and secret keys
for other authorities. User gets his secret keys from mul-
tiple authorities. Different from single-authority ABE, it is
very hard to resist user collusion attacks in multi-authority
ABE schemes. Chase [14] solved the problem by introduc-
ing global identifier GID. Each user has a unique GID. User’s
secret keys must be tied to the GID. Thus, even if malicious
users collude, they cannot decrypt a ciphertext that none of
them alone can decrypt. Although the problem of user col-
lusion attack is solved, it compromises user’s privacy. Mul-
tiple malicious authorities can collaborate to collect user’s
attributes by tracing user’s GID.

Lin et al. [15] constructed a multi-authority ABE scheme
without a trusted central authority. In this scheme, multi-
ple authorities must work together to initialize the system
in the setup stage. Moreover, to add an attribute in the sys-
tem, multiple authorities must work together to reset the sys-
tem. Chase and Chow [16] proposed another multi-authority
ABE scheme without a trusted central authority. They use
a distributed pseudorandom functions (PRF) to remove the
trusted central authority. Notably, in this scheme, authors
considered the problem of user’s privacy. By using a anony-
mous key issuing protocol, user can finally get his secret key
and authority can get nothing about user’s GID, thus gets
no privacy information about the user. In this paper, we use
the technique PRF to construct a privacy-preserving multi-
authority CP-ABE scheme.

Revocable ABE ABE is a promising cryptographic primi-
tives for secure and fine-grained access control. However,
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before deploying ABE in reality, revoking user/attribute
effectively and on-demand is a most challenging problem
that needs to be solved. In traditional revocable work [17–
19], the authority periodically updates secret key to achieve
user/attribute revocation. These schemes do not support
backward and forward secrecy. Recently, CP-ABE schemes
with immediate attribute revocation are proposed in [20–22].
However, all these schemes do not support multi-authority
ABE.

Li et al. [4] combined the work in [23] and [16], and pro-
posed a revocable multi-authority ABE scheme. In this paper,
we use the similar technique that used in [4] and construct
a multi-authority CP-ABE scheme that supports immediate
and fine-grained lazy attribute revocation.

ABE for fine-grained access control Fine-grained access
control allows flexibility in specifying access rights for a user.
Goyal et al. [11] deployed access tree structure into KP-ABE
scheme to realize fine-grained access control. Other works
that realize fine-grained access control for outsourced data
can be found in [18,20,23,24]. Recently, some ABE schemes
were applied to electronic health care record (EHR) and PHR
system for fine-grained access control. A CP-ABE variant
scheme [25] enables secure storage and data sharing of PHR
system. In [26], by applying ABE, a self-protecting electronic
medical record (EMR) is designed. In this system, EMRs
can either be stored on the server or stored on devices like
cell phones. However, both [25,26] are designed for single-
authority situation. This is not in line with reality and may
exist problems like key escrow. Li et al. [4] proposed a PHR
system using multi-authority ABE. In this paper, we con-
struct a multi-authority ABE scheme for fine-grained access,
which can be used in PHR system for multi-authority situa-
tion.

1.2 Organization

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In Sect. 2, we
review bilinear maps, related complexity assumption, and
some definitions including access structure, formal definition
of N -authority CP-ABE, and security model. In Sect. 3, we
present an anonymous key issuing protocol, which is used to
achieve user privacy against malicious authorities. In Sect. 4,
we present our construction, and in Sect. 5, we provide secu-
rity proofs and comparisons with existing schemes. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Sect. 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Definitions

We first give the definition of access structure and then give
the formal definitions of N -authority CP-ABE and security

model. In these definitions, attributes will be used to describe
users and access structure will be associated with ciphertext.

Definition 1 (Access structure [27]) Let P be a set of par-
ties and P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}. A collection A ⊆ 2P is
considered to be monotone if ∀B, C : if B ∈ A and B ⊆ C ,
then C ∈ A. An access structure (respectively, monotonic
access structure) is a collection (respectively, monotone col-
lection) A of non-empty subsets of {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}, namely
A ⊆ 2P \ {∅}. The sets in A are called the authorized sets,
and the sets not in A are called the unauthorized sets.

In this paper, we will use an access tree structure, which
is also used in [7,11,28] to specify what kind of conditions
users’ secret keys should satisfy to decrypt ciphertexts. In an
access tree structure, each interior node is a threshold gate,
and leaves are associated with attributes. Access tree struc-
ture is very expressive since each threshold gate in interior
nodes can be “AND” or “OR” gates. A user can successfully
decrypt a ciphertext if and only if the attributes that used to
label user’s secret key satisfy the access tree associated with
ciphertext. In this paper, we use the same notations that used
in [11] to describe the access tree.

Access tree T Let T be an access tree, if numx is the number
of children of node x and kx is its threshold value, then 0 <

kx ≤ numx . Specially, when kx = 1, the threshold gate is
an OR gate and when kx = numx , the threshold gate is an
AND gate.

Several functions are defined for convenience. We denote
the parent of node x by parent (x), and attribute value of
node x by att (x) if and only if x is a leaf node. Furthermore,
the access tree T also defines the order between children of
every node and uses function index(x) to denote the number
associated with node x from 1 to numx .

Satisfying an access tree Let r be the root of access tree T
and Tx be the subtree of T . If a set of attributes S satisfy the
access tree Tx , we denote Tx (S) = 1. Tx (S) is recursively
computed as follows. If x is a interior node, compute Tx ′(S)

for all children x ′ of node x . Tx (S) = 1 only when at least
kx children return 1. For leaf node x , Tx (S) = 1 if and only
if att (x) ∈ S.

Outline of N -authority CP-ABE An N -authority CP-ABE
scheme consists of the following five algorithms:

Global setup(1λ) → params. This algorithm takes as
input an implicit security parameter λ and returns the system
parameters params.

Authority setup(1λ) → (SKk, P Kk). This algorithm
runs by authorities. Each authority Ak generates his secret
key SKk and public key P Kk for k = 1, 2, . . . , N , namely
there are totally N authorities in the system.
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KeyGen(SKk, G I D, S) → SK U . This algorithm runs
by each authority Ak with a user U to generate user’s secret
key. This algorithm takes as input the secret key SKk of
authority Ak , a set of attributes S and user’s global identifier
GID, and outputs user’s secret key SK U .

Encryption(P Kk, M, T ) → CT . This algorithm takes
as input a message M , public key P Kk of each authority Ak ,
and an access tree T , returns the ciphertext CT . A user can
decrypt the ciphertext CT if and only if the attribute set asso-
ciated with secret key satisfies the access tree T associated
with the ciphertext.

Decryption(P Kk, SK U , CT ) → M . This algorithm
takes as input public key P Kk of each authority Ak , user’s
secret key SK U , and the ciphertext CT , if the set of attributes
in user’s secret key satisfies the access tree associated with
ciphertext, this algorithm returns the message M .

Definition 2 We say that an N -Authority CP-ABE scheme
is correct if

Pr

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Global Setup(1λ)

→ params;
Authorities Setup(1λ)

Decryption(P Kk, → (SKk, P Kk);
SK U , CT ) KeyGen(SKk, G I D, S)

= M → SK U ;
Encryption(P Kk, M, T )

→ CT ;
Tr (S) = 1,

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= 1

where the probability is taken over the random coins of all
the algorithms in the protocol.

Security model of N -authority CP-ABE The security model
for N -authority CP-ABE is defined as follows:

Initialization Adversary A submits the access structure
A

∗ he wishes to be challenged upon and a list of corrupted
authorities CA to algorithm B.

Global setup The challenger runs the algorithm Global
Setup and returns the system parameters params to the
adversary A.

Authorities setup For the corrupted authorities, the chal-
lenger sends his public and secret key (P Kk, SKk) to the
adversary A. For the honest authorities, the challenger sends
his public key P Kk to the adversary A.

Phase 1 The adversary A queries for secret keys corre-
sponding to attribute sets S1, S2, . . . , Sq where none of these
keys satisfy the access structure A

∗ that adversary A selected.
Challenge The adversary A submits two equal-length

messages M0 and M1. The challenger flips a random coin
b ∈R {0, 1} and runs the algorithm Encryption to get cipher-
text CT ∗. The challenger returns the ciphertext CT ∗ to adver-
sary A.

Phase 2 Phase 1 is repeated adaptively.

Guess Adversary A outputs his guess b′ on b.
The advantage of an adversary A in this game is defined

as Pr [b′ = b] − 1
2 .

Definition 3 An N -authority CP-ABE scheme is (t, q, ε)

secure in the above security model if no probabilistic
polynomial-time adversary A making q secret key queries
has advantage at least

AdvN−C P−AB E
A (1λ) =

∣∣∣∣Pr [b = b′] − 1

2

∣∣∣∣ > ε(λ)

in the above security model.

2.2 Bilinear maps

Let G, GT be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order
p. Let g be a generator of G. In addition, let e : G×G → GT

denote the bilinear map. The bilinear map e has the following
properties

– Bilinearity: for all g, h ∈ G, a, b ∈ Zp, we have
e(ga, hb) = e(g, h)ab.

– Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 
= 1 ∈ GT .
– Computability: Group operation e(g, h) is efficiently

computable, where g, h ∈ G.

2.3 The decisional bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH)
assumption

Let g be a generator of G. a, b, c, z are chosen at random
in Zp. The DBDH assumption [6,29] is that no probabilis-
tic polynomial-time algorithm B can distinguish the tuple
(g, A = ga, B = gb, C = gc, e(g, g)abc) from the tuple
(g, A = ga, B = gb, C = gc, e(g, g)z) with more than a
non-negligible advantage. The advantage of algorithm B is

AdvDB DH
B = |Pr [B(A, B, C, gabc) = 1]

−Pr [B(A, B, C, gz) = 1]|.

3 Anonymous key issuing protocol

We use the same anonymous key issuing protocol introduced
in [16] with the only difference that we add an extra com-
ponent into the key. Let u ∈ Zp be a private value of user
and α, β, γ be private keys of authority. g, g1, h are the gen-
erators of group G. By running the anonymous ABE key
issuing protocol, user U can finally work out his secret key
D = (gαhr g1/(u+β)

1 )γ .
Figure 1 shows the detailed anonymous ABE key issuing

protocol. By x ∈R X , we denote that value x is randomly
selected from X . The symbol PoK represents a proof of
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Fig. 1 Our anonymous ABE
key issuing protocol ytirohtuAetubirttAresU

ρ1 ∈R Zp
2P C←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ x = (β + u)ρ1, τ, r ∈R Zp

ρ2 ∈R Zp
X1,X2,X3,P oK(α,τ,x,r)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− X1 = g

τ/x
1 , X2 = gατ , X3 = hrτ

Y = (Xρ1
1 X2X3)ρ2

Y,P oK(ρ2)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
D = Z1/ρ2

Z,P oK(τ,γ)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− Z = Y γ/τ

Fig. 2 Our PHR system model

knowledge of involved secret values. In the first step, by
running a 2-party secure computation (2PC) protocol with
inputs (u, ρ1) from user and β from authority, authority can
compute x = (β + u)ρ1 mod p.

4 Our construction

In this section, we first give our PHR system model and then
introduce the detailed description of our scheme. Our PHR
system model is based on the system model proposed in [4],
and we mainly focus on situations in PUDs. Our proposed
scheme is a multi-authority CP-ABE scheme and allows on-
demand user/attribute revocation.

4.1 Our PHR system model

In our PHR system, there are four essential parties N Attribute
Authorities, PHR Server, Data Owner, and Data Consumer.
An attribute authority is usually an organization that is
responsible for supervising PHR information exchange. It
could be a regional health information organization (RHIO)
or other national department. PHR server stores encrypted
PHRs with multiple cryptographic schemes including KP-
ABE and CP-ABE. A data owner is a patient who owns
PHRs. The patient should be able to create, manage, con-

trol, and share his PHRs with a wide range of data con-
sumers. A data consumer is the person who is allowed to
access patient’s PHRs. Since we mainly consider the PUDs,
data consumers in our PHR system are the ones who access
patient’s PHRs for professional purposes such as medical
doctors and researchers. The system is illustrated in Fig. 2.

4.2 Scheme description

In the following part of this section, we will provide our
detailed construction. We first give our N authority CP-ABE
scheme and then add algorithms that can realize user/attribute
revocation. Let λ be the security parameter that determines
the size of groups used in our construction. Define the
Lagrange coefficient �i,S(x) for i ∈ Zp and a set, S, of ele-
ments in Zp : �i,S(x) = ∏

j∈S, j 
=i
x− j
i− j . For each attribute,

associate a unique element in Z
∗
p with that attribute. Algo-

rithms of our N authority CP-ABE scheme are as follows:
Global setup Given the security parameter λ, this algo-

rithm outputs an admissible bilinear group parameters
(e, p, g, h, h1, G, GT ), where e : G × G → GT . G,
GT are two multiplicative cyclic groups with prime order
p, and g, h, h1 are the generators of group G. Sup-
pose there are totally N authorities in the system, namely
A1, A2, . . . , AN . Each authority Ak monitors a set of
attributes Ãk = {ak,1, ak,2, . . . , ak,nk }. Then, this algorithm
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chooses a collusion-resistant hash function (CRHF) H :
{0, 1}∗ → Zp and computes u = H(G I D) for each global
identities GID.

Authority setup Each authority Ak chooses αk ∈R Zp

and computes Yk = e(g, g)αk . For each attribute ak,i ∈ Ãk ,
authority Ak chooses tk,i ∈R Z

∗
p and computes Tk,i =

gtk,i . To generate PRF seeds, authorities Ak and A j share
a seed sk j ∈R Zp through a 2-party key exchange and
keep the seed sk j as a secret between them. Obviously, we
have sk j = s jk . Each authority Ak chooses xk ∈R Zp,
computes yk = hxk

1 and defines a pseudorandom function
P RFkj (·) that can only be computed by authority Ak and

A j as P RFkj (u) = h
xk x j /(sk j +u)

1 . Each authority Ak initial-
izes a version number ver = 1. Here, the version number
will be used to realize revocation. Private key of authority
Ak is SKk = 〈ver, αk, xk, {sk j } j∈{1,...,N }\{k}, {tk,i }i∈{1,...,nk }〉
and the public key of authority Ak is P Kk = 〈ver, Yk, yk,

{Tk,i }i∈{1,...,nk }〉.
KeyGen Suppose that a user U with corresponding GID

information u possesses a set of attributes ÃU . Each author-
ity Ak chooses rk ∈R Zp and computes Sk,i = hrk/tk,i

for ak,i ∈ Ãk
U , where Ãk

U = ÃU ∩ Ãk . User U interacts
with each authority Ak and calls the anonymous key issu-
ing protocol introduced in Sect. 3 N − 1 times for γ =
δk j , α = δk jαk, r = δk j rk, g1 = yxk

j and β = sk j , where
j ∈ {1, . . . , N }\{k}. If k > j , we denote δk j = 1, otherwise
δk j = −1. Therefore, we have Dkj = gαk hrk P RFkj (u) for
k > j and Dkj = gαk hrk /P RFkj (u) for k < j . Finally,
user U computes DU = ∏

(k, j)∈{1,...,N }×({1,...,N }\{k}) Dkj =
g

∑
k∈[1,...,N ] (N−1)αk h

∑
k∈{1,...,N } (N−1)rk . Therefore, the secret

key of user U is

SKU = 〈ver, DU , {Sk,i }k∈{1,...,N },ak,i ∈ ÃU
k
〉.

Encryption To encrypt message M under the specified
tree access structure T , this algorithm first determines a
polynomial qx for each node x in the tree T and sets the
polynomial qx with degree kx − 1 for each node x , where
kx is the threshold value of that node. Starting from the
root node r , this algorithm chooses s ∈R Zp and sets
qr (0) = s. Then, it chooses other points and completes
the polynomial qr . For any other node x , this algorithm sets
qx (0) = qparent (x)(index(x)) and randomly chooses other
points to complete the polynomial qx . Let ÃT be the set of
leaf nodes in tree access structure T , the ciphertext is con-
structed as

CT =
〈
ver, C1 = M

⎛
⎝ ∏

k∈{1,...,N }
Yk

⎞
⎠

s

,

C2 = gs,
{

Ck,x = T qx (0)
k,i

}
ak,i ∈ ÃT

〉
,

where ak,i = att (x) is the attribute of leaf node x . The
encryptor stores the number s that is randomly selected by
himself.

Decryption In order to decrypt the ciphertext CT , we first
define a recursive algorithm Decrypt Node(CT, SKU , x)

that takes the ciphertext CT = 〈ver, C1, C2, {Ck,i }ak,i ∈ ÃT
〉,

user’s secret key SKU = 〈ver, DU , {Sk,i }k∈{1,...,N },ak,i ∈ ÃU
k
〉,

and a node x from T as input. If ak,i ∈ ÃU
k , then

Decrypt Node(CT, SKU , x) =
∏

k∈{1,...,N }
e(Ck,x , Sk,i )

=
∏

k∈{1,...,N }
e(T qx (0)

k,i , hrk/tk,i )

= e(g, h)
(
∑

k∈{1,...,N } rk )·qx (0)
.

If ak,i /∈ ÃU
k , we define Decrypt Node(CT, SKU , x) = ⊥.

If node x is not a leaf node, then the algorithm
Decrypt Node(CT, SKU , x) proceeds recursively as fol-
lows: For all children nodes z of node x , it calls
Decrypt Node(CT, SKU , z) and stores the output as Fz .
Let Sx be an arbitrary kx -sized set of child nodes z such
that Fz 
= φ. If no such set exists, then we say the node was
not satisfied and returns ⊥. Otherwise, we compute

Fx =
∏
z∈Sx

Fz
�

d,S
′
x
(0)

, where
d = index(z)

S
′
x = {index(z) : z ∈ Sx }

=
∏
z∈Sx

(e(g, h)
(
∑

k∈{1,...,N } rk )·qz(0)
)
�

d,S
′
x
(0)

=
∏
z∈Sx

(e(g, h)
(
∑

k∈{1,...,N } rk )·qparent (z)(index(z))
)
�

d,S
′
x
(0)

=
∏
z∈Sx

e(g, h)
(
∑

k∈{1,...,N } rk )·qx (d)�d,S
′
x
(0)

= e(g, h)
(
∑

k∈{1,...,N } rk )·qx (0)
.

If the tree is satisfied, we observe

Decrypt Node(CT, SKU , r) = e(g, h)
(
∑

k∈{1,...,N } rk )·s .

Then, user U computes

E = e(DU , C2)

= e(g
∑

k∈{1,...,N } (N−1)αk h
∑

k∈{1,...,N } (N−1)rk , gs)

= e(g, g)
s
∑

k∈{1,...,N } (N−1)αk e(g, h)
s
∑

k∈{1,...,N } (N−1)rk ,

Therefore, we have

C1 · e(g, h)(
∑

k∈{1,...,N } rk) · s

E1/(N−1)

= M · (
∏

k∈{1,...,N } Yk)
se(g, h)

(
∑

k∈{1,...,N } rk )·s

e(g, g)
∑

k∈{1,...,N } sαk e(g, h)
∑

k∈{1,...,N } srk
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= Me(g, g)
∑

k∈{1,...,N } sαk e(g, h)
∑

k∈{1,...,N } srk

e(g, g)
∑

k∈{1,...,N } sαk e(g, h)
∑

k∈{1,...,N } srk

= M.

To realize user/attribute revocation and policy update, the
following algorithms ReKeyGen, ReEnc, KeyUpdate, and
PolicyUpdate will be used. Details of these algorithms are
as follows:

ReKeyGen Given a set of attributes L that are needed to
be updated and system parameters. For each ak,i ∈ L ∩ Ãk ,

authority Ak chooses t ′k,i ∈R Zp, computes T ′
k,i = gt ′k,i

and rki↔i ′ = t ′k,i
tk,i

. Authority Ak outputs local re-key as
rkk = (ver, {rkk,i↔i ′ }ak,i ∈ Ãk

). The global re-key is rk =
{rkk}1≤k≤N . Increase the system’s ver by 1.

ReEnc This algorithm is executed by the server and takes
as input the original ciphertext CT , the global re-key rk,
and a set of attributes W , which includes all the attributes
in the original access structure T . The server first checks
the version number in ciphertext CT and re-key rk. If it is
the latest version, server directly outputs CT . Otherwise, for
each ak,i ∈ W , the server recomputes the ciphertext. Assume
the latest updated value corresponding to ak,i is tk,i (n) , then we

can use rki↔i(n) = rki↔i ′ · rki ′↔i ′′ · · · rki (n−1)↔i (n) = tk,i(n)

tk,i

to compute C (n)
k,x = (Ck,x )

rki↔i(n) = grk tk,i(n) . Ciphertext is
output as CT ′ = 〈ver + 1, C1, C2, {C ′

k,x }ak,i ∈ ÃT
〉, where

C ′
k,x = C (n)

k,x is the latest ciphertext.
KeyUpdate This algorithm takes as input the user’s secret

key SK k
U , re-key rk, and the set of attributes W , which

includes all the attributes in the original access structure T .
The server first checks the version number in user’s secret
key SKU and re-key rk. If it is the latest version, server
directly outputs SKU . Otherwise, for each ak,i ∈ W , the

server computes S(n)
k,i = (Sk,i )

1/rki↔i(n) = h
rk

t
k,i(n) . Secret key

is output as SKU = 〈ver + 1, DU , {S′
k,i }k∈{1,...,N },ak,i ∈ ÃU

k
〉,

where S′
k,i = S(n)

k,i is the latest secret key.
PolicyUpdate To reduce the computation costs, when

updating policies, only the ciphertext corresponding to the
added/changed attributes is updated. Namely, only for the
added/changed attributes, computes C̃k,x . Finally, this algo-
rithm outputs {C̃T = 〈ver, C1, C2, C̃k,x }ak,i ∈ ÃT

〉.

Construction of secret keys Sk,i

Here, we claim that user cannot use secret keys Sk,i , which
he received from authority Ak to construct a secret key that
he should not possess. For example, we assume that authority
A1 monitors a set of attributes {a1,1, a1,2, a1,3}, and a user
possesses a set of attributes {a1,1, a1,2}. Authority A1 chooses
t1,i ∈R Z

∗
p for each attribute a1,i , where i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. To

generate the user’s secret key, authority A1 chooses r1 ∈R Zp

and computes S1,1 = hr1/t1,1 , S1,2 = hr1/t1,2 . User should not

be able to compute secret key S1,3 for attribute a1,3 as

S1,3 = S1,1

S1,2
= hr1/t1,1

hr1/t1,2

= h
r1

t1,1t1,2/(t1,2−t1,1)

= hr1/t1,3

or similar ways. This assumption holds with given probabil-
ity where Ni is the number of situations that a valid secret key
can be computed when user chooses i secret keys. The sym-
bol Ck

n represents a combination, which is computed as Ck
n =

n!
k!(n−k)! . Here, we consider the worst case when user pos-
sesses nk − 1 attributes out of total nk attributes that author-

ity Ak monitors. 1 − 1
p−1

(
N2

C2
p−1

+ N3
C3

p−1
+ . . . + Nnk−1

C
nk−1
p−1

)
>

1 − 1
p−1 · N2·(n2−2)

C2
p−1

> 1 − nk−2
(p−1)2 .

Enforce write access control In the above scheme, we only
grant read access control. However, authorized users may
write something to patient’s PHRs (for example, a doctor
may write some comments on a patient’s PHRs). A simple
way to realize write access control is to encrypt the comments
by using public key and send the ciphertext to the patient if
there is no restriction on write access control. However, if the
system allows anyone to write without verification on writer’s
identity, this may raise a lot of problems. An unauthorized
writer may pretend as a doctor and give the comments. So
this solution is undesirable. One way to overcome this prob-
lem is to use signature. Each time an authorized user wants
to write, he obtains a signature from his organization to grant
write access control. In [30], authors constructed two keys,
signature key and read key, and encrypted these keys into
ciphertext. Each time user want to write, a writing request
is sent to server, then server will send the entire ciphertext
including signature key, read key, and signature to the user.
This solution requires organization or server always online.
In [4], authors proposed a solution that do not need organi-
zation or server always online. They generate a hash chain
and broadcast signature with hash value each time period.
By deploying the techniques in [30] and [4] into our scheme,
our scheme can also enforce write access control.

Enforce keywords search Our scheme is designed to be used
in PUDs, where multi-authorities monitor sets of attributes
and grant read/write access to authorized users like doctors
and researchers. Take a heart disease researcher as exam-
ple, if the system does not provide keywords search, then
when the researcher wants to search cases of genetic heart
disease, he has to first download and decrypt all the files and
then search the files he needed. Therefore, it is desirable to
grant keywords search in PUDs. Recently, multiple keywords
search solutions have been proposed in [3,31,32]. By using
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the technique described in [3], our scheme can also enforce
keywords search.

5 Security analysis and comparisons with existing
scheme

In this section, we first analyze the security of our scheme and
then compare our scheme with other multi-authority ABE.

5.1 Security analysis

Fine-grainedness of access control The access structure
used in our scheme is access tree structure which is very
expressive and flexible. Thus, the data owner can specify a
detailed expressive access tree to decide what kind of users
can access the encrypted data files.

Collusion resistance In our scheme, authority Ak and A j

generate a PRF seed sk j and keep it as a secret between them.
Even if there is up to (N −2) corrupted authorities, two PRF
seeds are still kept unknown to the adversary. We also add
authority’s private key into user secret key. When one of the
last two authorities Ak and A j is malicious, the adversary still
cannot compute a valid secret key. Therefore, our scheme can
resist up to (N − 1) corrupted authorities attacks. To address
the user privacy problem in cloud computing environment,
we introduce the anonymous key issuing protocol. By using
anonymous key issuing protocol, corrupted authorities can
get nothing about user’s GID, and thus cannot collect user’s
attributes by tracing user’s GID. Hence, the corrupted author-
ities cannot get user’s privacy information.

Forward secrecy Forward secrecy means that a revoked user
who lose an attribute or part of access structure will not be
able to access the plaintext of the subsequent data exchanged.
Suppose a user or attribute is revoked, then next time when
user access the server, our scheme will encrypt any new files
uploaded to the server after the revocation using updated
public key and re-encrypt existing files using re-key. The
secret keys corresponding to revoked components will not
update, so revoked users will not be able to access plaintext
using secret keys that is not updated. Therefore, our scheme
achieves forward secrecy.

Data confidentiality We analyze data confidentiality of our
scheme by comparing it with an original scheme that removes
the revocation part of our scheme. We first prove the security
of the original scheme as follows and define the semantic
security game as Game0. Then, similar to [4,23], we will
use a series of games to reduce our scheme to the original
scheme.

Theorem 1 Our N-authority CP-ABE scheme is (t, q, ε(λ))

semantically secure in the security model described in Sect. 2,
if the (t ′, ε′(λ)) decisional bilinear Diffie–Hellman assump-
tion holds in (e, p, G, GT ), where

t ′ = t + q · O(t) and ε′(λ)= ε

2

∏
k∈{1,...,N }

(
1 − nk − 2

(p − 1)2

)
.

Proof Suppose there exists a polynomial-time adversary A
who can break our scheme in the security model described
in Sect. 2 with advantage ε. We can construct a simula-
tor B that will break the DBDH assumption with advan-
tage ε

2

∏
k∈{1,...,N }(1 − nk−2

(p−1)2 ), where nk is the number of
attributes that authority Ak monitors.

The challenger generates the admissible bilinear group
parameters (e, p, G, GT ) with prime order p and chooses
the random generators g, h, h1 ∈ G. The challenger flips
an unbiased binary coin μ. If μ = 0, the challenger sends
(A, B, C, Z) = (ga, gb, gc, gabc) to B; otherwise, it sends
(A, B, C, Z) = (ga, gb, gc, gz) to B, where a, b, c, z ∈R

Zp.
Initialization Adversary A submits the access structure

A
∗ he wishes to be challenged upon and a list of corrupted

authorities CA to algorithm B, where |CA| < N . Algorithm
B chooses η ∈R Zp and sets h = Agη.

Authorities setupB randomly chooses A∗
k ∈{A1, A2, . . . ,

AN }\CA.

(1) For Ak ∈ CA, B chooses vk, wk,i ∈R Zp and sets
Tk,i = gwk,i for ak,i ∈ Ãk . Then, B chooses a value
xk ∈R Zp, a PRF seed sk j ∈R Zp for corrupted author-
ities Ak and A j , and computes yk = hxk

1 . B sends
< vk, xk, sk, j , wk,i > and < Yk, yk, Tk,i > to adversary
A, where Yk is computed as Yk = e(g, g)vk .

(2) For Ak /∈ CA, B chooses vk, wk,i ∈R Zp, sets Tk,i =
gwk,i for ak,i ∈ A

∗ and Tk,i = hwk,i = g(a+η)wk,i for
ak,i /∈ A

∗. Then, B chooses a value xk ∈R Zp and com-
putes yk = hxk

1 . If Ak 
= A∗
k , B sets Yk = e(g, g)bvk ;

otherwise, B sets Yk = e(g, g)ab ∏
Ak∈CA e(g, g)−vk

∏
Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗

k
e(g, g)−bvk . For two honest authority Ak

and A j , B chooses a PRF seed sk j ∈R Zp for them and
sends 〈Yk, yk, Tk,i 〉 to adversary A.

Phase 1 The adversary A queries for secret keys corre-
sponding to attribute sets S1, S2, . . . , Sq where none of these
keys satisfy the access structure A

∗ that adversary A selected.

(1) Ak ∈ CA, B uses 〈vk, xk, sk, j , wk,i 〉 to compute secret
keys for corresponding attribute sets.

(2) For Ak /∈ CA, B chooses rk ∈R Zp, computes {Sk,i =
hrk/wk,i }ak,i ∈A∗ and {Sk,i = hrk/((a+η)wk,i )}ak,i /∈A∗ . Secret
key Dkj is computed by B in two different situations as
follows:
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– Ak 
= A∗
k : For k > j , set Dkj = Bvk hrk P RFkj (u′);

otherwise, set Dkj = Bvk hrk /P RFkj (u′).
– Ak = A∗

k : For k > j , set Dkj = B−η
∏

Ak∈CA g−vk∏
Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗

k
B−vk hrk P RFkj (u′); otherwise, set

Dkj = B−η
∏

Ak∈CA g−vk
∏

Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗
k

B−vk hrk /

P RFkj (u′).

We claim that Dkj is correctly distributed. Here, we only
describe the situation when k > j since the situation k < j
is as simple as the situation when k > j .

Dkj = B−η
∏

Ak∈CA

g−vk
∏

Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗
k

B−vk hrk P RFkj (u
′)

= g−bη(gagη)rk g
−(

∑
Ak∈CA vk+∑

Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗
k

bvk)

×P RFkj (u
′)

= (gagη)−bgabg
−(

∑
Ak∈CA vk+∑

Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗
k

bvk )

×(gagη)rk P RFkj (u
′)

= gab(gagη)rk−bg
−(

∑
Ak∈CA vk+∑

Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗
k

bvk)

×P RFkj (u
′)

= g
ab−(

∑
Ak∈CA vk+∑

Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗
k

bvk)hrk−b

×P RFkj (u
′).

Let r ′
k = rk − b, we have

Dkj = g
ab−(

∑
Ak∈CA vk+∑

Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗
k

bvk)hr ′
k P RFkj (u

′).

Challenge Adversary A submits two equal-length mes-
sages M0 and M1 to the simulator B. B flips a random coin
ν ∈R {0, 1} and computes

C∗
1 = Mν · Z , C∗

2 = C, {C∗
k,x = T qx (0)

k,i }ak,i ∈A∗ .

B sends the ciphertext C∗
T,ν = (C∗

1 , C∗
2 , {C∗

k,x }ak,i ∈A∗) to the
adversary A.

If μ = 0, then Z = gabc. If we let s = c, then we can
compute

∏
k∈{1,...,N }

Yk
c =

∏
Ak∈CA

e(g, g)cvk
∏

Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗
k

e(g, g)cbvk

(e(g, g)abc
∏

Ak∈CA

e(g, g)−cvk
∏

Ak /∈CA,Ak 
=A∗
k

e(g, g)−cbvk )

= e(g, g)abc

= Z .

So C∗
T,ν is a valid ciphertext of message Mν .

Phase 2 Phase 1 is repeated adaptively.
Guess The adversary A outputs his guess ν′ on ν. If ν′ =

ν, B outputs his guess μ′ = 0 on μ. Otherwise, B outputs
μ′ = 1 on μ.

Since the input of Z is a random number z when μ = 1,
the adversary A gains no information about ν. Therefore,

adversary A can distinguish ν with no advantage, namely
Pr [ν′ 
= ν|μ = 1] = 1

2 . B outputs his guess μ′ = 1 when
ν′ 
= ν, thus we have Pr [μ′ = μ|μ = 1] = 1

2 .
If μ = 0, then the advantage of adversary A outputs ν′ =

ν is at least ε by definition. Therefore, we have Pr [ν′ =
ν|μ = 0] ≥ 1

2 +ε. When ν′ = ν, B outputs his guess μ′ = 0
on μ, so we have Pr [μ′ = μ|μ = 0] ≥ 1

2 + ε.
Therefore, algorithm B’s advantage to break DBDH

assumption is
∏

k∈{1,...,N }(1 − nk−2
(p−1)2 )| 1

2 Pr [μ′ = μ|μ =
0]+ 1

2 Pr [μ′ = μ|μ = 1]− 1
2 | ≥ ε

2

∏
k∈{1,...,N }(1− nk−2

(p−1)2 ).
��

Game 1 This game is different from Game0, more than one
(P Kk, M Kk) versions are defined in this game. Given the
P Kks, the re-key between any two versions, and user secret
keys that does not satisfy the challenge access structure with
a set of attributes submitted by the adversary A.

Game 2 This game is the security game for our proposed
scheme. The only difference between Game2 and Game1 is
that only partial user secret keys are given to the adversary
A in this game.

Lemma 1 The advantage of the adversary in Game1 is the
same as that in Game0.

Proof If there exists a polynomial-time algorithm A can win
the Game1 with non-negligible advantage, then we can con-
struct a polynomial-time algorithm B to win the Game0 with
non-negligible advantage. The main idea is described as fol-
lows. In the security model, adversary submits two equal-
length message M0 and M1. Challenger flips a random coin
b ∈R {0, 1}, computes the ciphertext of Mb, and sends the
challenge ciphertext to adversary. Adversary wins the game if
he outputs his guess b′ on b with b′ = b. The only difference
between Game0 and Game1 is that challenger gets secret
keys for more versions in Game1. If adversary can win the
Game1 and B outputs b′ = b, then A also wins Game0,
namely AdvB(Game1) ≤ AdvA(Game0). On the other
hand, adversary gets more information in Game1 than in
Game0; thus, we have AdvA(Game0) ≤ AdvB(Game1).
Therefore, we have AdvB(Game1) = AdvA(Game0). ��
Lemma 2 Given the authority A∗

k that is not corrupted, the
advantage of the adversary in Game2 is the same as that in
Game1.

Proof The only difference between Game2 and Game1 is
that partial user secret key is given to adversary in Game2.
However, these partial secret keys are equivalent to the secret
keys queried in Game1, namely all the secret queries made
by adversary in Game1 can be made in Game2. Therefore,
from views of the adversary, Game2 and Game1 are the
same. ��
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Table 1 Comparisons of existing scheme

Scheme KP/CP-ABE Security Central
authority

Access policy Revocation means Privacy-
preserving

Chase [14] KP-ABE Not against user–server collusion Yes Threshold N/A No

Lin et al. [15] KP-ABE Not against user–server collusion No Threshold N/A No

Chase et al. [16] KP-ABE Against N-2 authority collusion No Threshold N/A Yes

Our scheme CP-ABE Against N-1 authority collusion No Access tree Attribute-level, immediate Yes

5.2 Comparisons with existing scheme

We compare our scheme with other multi-authority ABE
[14–16] in Table 1. From the table, we can see that our scheme
is a multi-authority CP-ABE without central authority. Our
scheme achieves high privacy protection, while up to N − 1
authorities are corrupted, our scheme remains secure. More-
over, our scheme allows on-demand user/attribute revoca-
tion. The access policy in our scheme is expressive access
tree structure, which therefore guarantee fine-grained access
control. Compared with scheme [14], our scheme removes
the central authority, which is responsible for issuing public
and private keys to other authorities and thus able to decrypt
all the ciphertexts in the system. Compared with scheme
[15], our scheme can protect user’s privacy. In [15], when
corrupted authorities work together, they can collect user’s
attributes by tracing his GID, thus get user’s privacy. In our
scheme, by using an anonymous key issuing protocol, we
generate user’s secret key without leaking anything about
user’s GID to authorities. Compared with [16], our scheme
allows immediate user/attribute revocation and our scheme
is secure against N − 1 authority collusion.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a privacy-preserving multi-authority
CP-ABE scheme that can be used in PUDs of PHR system
[4] in cloud computing. When encrypting PHRs, patient can
associate an expressive access tree structure with the cipher-
text, thus achieving fine-grained access control. We also
achieve privacy-preserving by using anonymous key issu-
ing protocol. Corrupted authorities can get nothing about
user’s GID while executing anonymous key issuing proto-
col, and therefore, they cannot collect user’s attributes by
tracing GID. Furthermore, our scheme supports efficient and
on-demand lazy user revocation, which reduce the overhead
a lot. We prove the security of our scheme under a standard
complexity assumption (respectively, DBDH).
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